2002 nissan maxima coil pack

For more information go to For the extremes of off-road racing and other extreme conditions,
MSD filled these metal canisters with epoxy resin to protect the primary and secondary coils
from impacts and vibration. They feature low resistan Since , Standard Motor P Aceon's OE
replacement ignition coils feature unique winding design, high-quality copper construction and
vehicle-specific compatibility to deliver high-energy output, low emissions and maximum
voltage. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order.
Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle.
Refine by:. Ignition Coil part. Recommended Use. See All. Product Fit. Returns Policy. Quantity
Sold. Shop Nissan Maxima Ignition Coil. Showing 1 - 15 of 21 results. Display item:. Sort by:.
Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: WKP Part Number: Part Number: NP
Part Number: ACB Part Number: M Universal Fit. Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 21 results.
Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Aceon Ignition Coil - Sold individually
Manufacturer Established in , Walker is renowned in the automotive aftermarket for manufac
Dec 25, Life saver. Great price correct part, on time delivery thank you. Mubasheer
Mazharuddin. Purchased on Dec 16, Nov 13, Good fit, slow shipping. Correct fit for my vehicle.
So far so good! Shipping took twice as long as specified - that was a bit of a bummer.
Dominique Lee. Purchased on Oct 29, Nov 02, Ignition Coil. Got it on time as expected. Fits right
on my car. Jerry deMata. Purchased on Oct 19, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. The
computer monitors the circuit between it and every ignition coil for faults. It will file a trouble
code depending on the cylinder that experienced a. What Is A Coil Pack? For the primary
resistance, the ohmmeter should be set to the How to Test a Coil Pack or Ignition Coil The
problem is, there are many issues besides a bad coil that can cause a misfire. Contact Us.
Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy.
California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. Testing the ignition coil on your
Nissan car or truck is a project that you can do at home and save yourself a large diagnostic
charge at the dealer. Though the coil produces electricity, testing it involves resistance of the
coil windings. You can check the resistance with a multi meter that allows you to test ohms or a
dedicate ohms meter. If you do not have a multi meter, you can purchase one in the electrical
department at many auto parts stores or home centers. Remove the negative battery cable from
the battery with a wrench or socket and ratchet. Isolate the cable to ensure it is not going to
contact the battery while you are working. Find the coil. The coil may be a cylinder or a square
block but it will always have a high-tension cable attached to it. This cable looks like spark plug
wire and runs to the center of the distributor cap. Disconnect the high-tension cable from the
coil by pulling it straight off the coil tower. Lay it aside and disconnect the wires attached on
either side of the coil tower. Use a wrench to loosen the nuts and remove them along with the
wires. If the coil has a plug-in connector instead of the studs, unplug the connector for the coil
after releasing any locking tab on the connector. Place one lead from the multi meter on the
negative post or terminal of the coil. Place the second lead on the positive post or terminal and
note the reading on the meter. This is the primary resistance of the coil and should be between.
Some cars may produce different readings so check with the dealer for values if you are not
sure. Move the lead from the positive terminal to the high-tension terminal while leaving the
other lead on the negative post or terminal. Note the reading on the meter. This is the secondary
resistance and should be between and ohms on most cars. Reconnect the connections to the
coil if the test indicates a properly functioning unit. If the coil shows values outside the ranges
listed, the coil needs further testing or replacing. After many years of working in auto parts and
service positions, Killian decided to move into journalism full-time. He has been published in
"1st Responder News" as well as in other trade magazines and newspapers in the last few
years. Step 1 Remove the negative battery cable from the battery with a wrench or socket and
ratchet. Step 2 Find the coil. Step 3 Disconnect the high-tension cable from the coil by pulling it
straight off the coil tower. Step 4 Place one lead from the multi meter on the negative post or
terminal of the coil. Step 5 Move the lead from the positive terminal to the high-tension terminal
while leaving the other lead on the negative post or terminal. References Testing a Coil. Nissan
Maxima owners have reported problems related to ignition coils failure under the electrical
system category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of Nissan Maxima based on all problems reported for the
Maxima. The car started shaking and would not accelerate, the service engine soon light was
now displayed. Need to get off the road and have it towed. The ground wire was broken off the
transmission and caused the computer to short out as well as all of the six ignition coils as too
much voltage was sent to the coils. Nissan knows about the problem but did not issue any
recall. This can also cause a fire in the car if the wires heat up and catch the evap system;
therefore I would recommend issuing a recall of this problem. See all problems of the Nissan
Maxima. For the 4th time in 35, miles the car began to misfire, run rough and lose power. Since

we have experienced this before we quickly pulled over and had it towed to a mechanic. The
mechanic told us that the same parts failed that failed the last three times. These consist of
ignition coils plural. Changing these fixed the problem for 5 weeks where the problem happened
again although more catastrophic. Doing internet research has resulted that this is a known
problem for the line that Nissan has refused to compensate owners for. Hi, I have a Nissan
Maxima. I am having the same problem from other Nissan Maxima owners. My car stalls,
shakes, hesitates and looses power, it acts like it wants to shut off. The service engine light
comes on, the trac off light and the slip light come on all which are said to be caused by
defective ignition coils. I have already replaced one and not even 1 month later the car started
doing the same thing, meaning I will have to replace all six coils. I beleive Nissan has to do a
recall because that is a very dangerous thing to be drving and your car to stall out like that. I
beleive that the owners of the Nissan Maximas with this problem should be reimbursed for the
money we have to pay out to fix a part that Nissan did not build correclt. The ignition coils are
defective. The coils will, after a brief time, begin to misfire again even after being replaced. Many
people have blogged with this same problem. The coils on my Nissan Maxima can never get
fixed. This a "Nissan part" problem that needs to be investigated. I have the car for almost 6
years and the coils have been a problem ever since I first got the car. The do not want to take
responsibly on this and the problem seems not being resolved by anybody. Please look on the
internet and you will see that there are thousands of people being ripped off by the Nissan
dealers. I will give you a website and you will see that I am not telling you jokes. Read more The
engine warning light was little if any value in helping alert the driver to the sudden engine
failure. The engine has 6 separate coils. The first coil failed and was replaced by the Nissan
dealer. It was not covered by any type of Nissan warranty. Within a 90 day period, two additional
coils failed and needed to be replaced. The dealer stated this was a "very common problem"
with this model, and said eventually all of the coils fail with this Nissan year, make and model.
He provide the failure code p and Nissan service reference: ntb The work was performed by a
Nissan dealer in arizona. This manufactures defect needs to be recalled by NHTSA and Nissan
needs to service these units before it results in additional accidents, fire or fatalities. Car looses
pickup, rough idling and knocking. I have a Nissan Maxima and have , miles on it. Ignition coil
has gone bad and Nissan wants to charge me dollars to replace. It seems I have read this as a
problem in alot of Maxima's. Considering recalling this issue in older Maximas?. Car began
running very rough. Needed ignition coil replacement. I have a Nissan Maxima, 5-spd, with k
miles. Generally the car is a treat to drive and I have had no significant problems to date with its
operation. However, upon traveling westward, from va along I in OH, the car simply cut out from
its current speed and stopped accelerating and began to hesitate and buck. It was as though the
ignition coils briefly stopped working or the fuel filter suddenly became clogged with paraffin.
Since my wife and I were traveling at freeway speeds, this was a bit disconcerting. I immediately
moved the vehicle over to the far right lane and depressed the gas pedal for more fuel. That
action worked briefly, but then the car bucked repeatedly again. We were able to manage the
remaining 80 miles toward home thereafter. The car does not knock or ping, maybe the gasoline
or fuel injectors are fouling however, I use 87 ron grade gasoline, and often add octane
boosters, I also clean the fuel injectors by running chevron'stechron about every miles. This
may signify a severe problem lurking; I hope you consider issuing a recall for the Maxima.
Ignition coil fails causing misfire in engine. Has happened several times. Part is defective and
causes car to run very rough. There is an online petition for the Nissan Maxima. Two in less
than one month on my Nissan Maxima gle. I purchased a Nissan Maxima, on February 27 with
only 24, miles. Three months later, the vehicle started to fail. I notice some jerking when I
slowed down and then hit the gas, as well as a metal rattling noise when I give it gas. I took it to
the dealer which they stated that they didn't feel it jerk and they didn't hear the rattling noise.
The noise has become worse. Now a year later the engine light came on and my car wouldn't
start. I took the car to the shop where they diagnose that my ignition coil went bad. To this point
the car still remains in the shop due to ignition coil. I have done some research on this vehicle
where there have been numerous complaints. I highly believe that an investigation should be
place to get this on the recall list. The contact owns a Nissan Maxima. While driving
approximately 35 mph, the check engine light illuminated on the instrument panel. The contact
immediately took the vehicle to a local mechanic and was informed that the ignition coils failed.
The vehicle was repaired at the contact's expense and was informed that many other Nissan
owner's were experiencing the same failure for that year, make, and model. Nissan was unable
to provide assistance because the repairs had been made by a local mechanic. The failure
mileage was 39, and current mileage is 39, Nissan-maxima mileage - ignition coils went. Went
on web and there are countless complaints - same thing. One dealer said if enough people
complain Nissan would make it a recall. I went to my local repair man excellent I baby my

Nissan. Nissan is stonewalling. Regarding California emissions law- all 6 ignition coils replaced
at 51, and air flow meter also having to be replaced. Car would not run and kept dying until
Nissan replaced parts. Car running rough. Service engine soon light on. Took to dealer, told that
1 ignition coil bad but have to replace all 6 per Nissan repair directive. Service engine light
suddenly came on. Took to service shop where computer diagnosed ignition coil failure. No way
to determine which coil is bad. Went to internet and found that this is a frequent problem with
my make and model car. Prior to getting my Nissan Maxima inspected, the 'service engine soon'
light turned on and I eventually found out that the light is on because a few of my ignition coils
are no longer working. The contact stated that the vehicle shook and made a grumbling noise
when started. In addition, the check engine light illuminated. The dealer stated that three of the
ignition coils needed to be replaced. The dealer refused to make the repairs unless they were
paid for by the contact. The current mileage was 75, and failure mileage was 70, Ignition coils
bad on my '00 Nissan Maxima. According to the dealer, this is a nagging issue with the ignition
coils in this model of car. My Nissan Maxima will display service engine soon light and cannot
be reset. I have replaced the ignition coils and spark plugs plus the air temp sensor. This code p
is always on and there seems to be many other Nissan owners with this problem. Anyone can
spend just a moment of time on the internet and find that Nissan Maximas from to , perhaps a
lengthier time period, mine is a Have major problems with ignition coils and starters. Yet no
recall has ever been issued! I have seen hundreds of consumer websites of people reporting
these problems with coils and starters. I just had to replace starter and coils. Some people
report replacing them every 10, - 20, miles!!! My Nissan Maxima has been misfiring. It turns out
that I have bad ignition coils. This is a problem that shouldn't be happening, especially at 80k
miles. It's especially frustrating because this is a very costly problem. I did some research, and
this is an extremely typical problem for this model. Judging by the frequency of complaints on
this issue there should without a doubt be a recall. Recently the "check engine soon" light came
on. I took it to a Nissan dealership service department. They ran a diagnostic test and said one
coil failed but they recommended replacing all six ignition coils, because the other ones will fail
one by one soon. The "check engine soon" light is on. A local Nissan dealer found one ignition
coil failed. The dealer suggested to replace all the coils since they will fail one by one soon. This
apparently is a defect of the manufacturer. My car has less that 60, miles on it, and I have babied
it and made sure only the best has been used on it. There are thousands of people complaining
about this, and the problem remains. I am finishing this and writing a letter to my congressman
and senators. I bought this car on Nissan's reputation and knowing that they allow this to exist,
I will never buy another Nissan, period. I feel that this repair should be covered by Nissan in the
form of a manufacturers recall due to the fact that many other Maxima owners have experienced
the same problems and that there is evidence that the original ignition coils are defective. To
maintain brand integrity and loyalty, I respectfully submit my complaint and request for a
manufacturer's recall. Sincerely, prakash iyer. The contact claimed to have an ignition coil
failure, engine ping, and a decrease in power when accelerating. The contact replaced the
ignition coil twice within three months , and could provide repair invoices if needed. The failure
mileage was Consumer states that dealer will not provide copy of diagnostic and c-rt stating
only for internal use. An independent mechanic determined that the ignition coils failed. Took to
dealer was told it needed an ignition coil. They said they cant determine which coil is bad, so all
six must be replaced. Total cost. I work for a Ford dealership, we replace only defective coils,
the diagnostic computer tells the mechanic which coil is causing the code. There is an online
petition against Nissan for the coil problem, so far people have signed. Cant this be made a
recall and the people who were swindled to pay get the money reimbursed. Ford has done it
before. A few years ago the distributor modules were a big problem, lots of people were paid
back for money spent. Hopefully something can be done about this. I have read many horrific
stories about peoples ignition coils going bad. I have a feeling my coils are headed for doom
soon. I have a Maxima gle, love the car, but Nissan really needs to do a recall on this. Just
because of this and many other problems I've had, I don't think I would ever buy a Nissan again.
Go Honda!!. At 45k miles, I had to replace all six ignition coils in my Nissan Maxima. I also had
to replace a single coil approximately 2 years while the car was under warranty. The car was
idling rough this time. Car Problems. Ignition Coils Failure problem of the Nissan Maxima 1.
Ignition Coils Failure problem of the Nissan Maxima 2. Ignition Coils Failure problem of the
Nissan Maxima 3. Ignition Coils Failure problem of the Nissan Maxima 4. Ignition Coils Failure
problem of the Nissan Maxima 5. Ignition Coils Failure problem of the Nissan Maxima 6. Ignition
Coils Failure problem of the Nissan Maxima 7. Ignition Coils Failure problem of the Nissan
Maxima 8. Ignition Coils Failure problem of the Nissan Maxima 9. Ignition Coils Failure problem
of the Nissan Maxima Electrical System problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Ignition Module
problems. Ignition problems. Wiring problems. Battery problems. O2 Sensor problems.

Underhood Wiring problems. A bad oil pack can make your Altima almost un-drivable. Coil
Packs take the place of the distributor and coil in older vehicles. The symptoms of bad coil
packs are almost the same as bad spark plugs. If you do need to replace them all, they can be
somewhat pricey. It is possible to isolate which coil pack is bad by using a multimeter. This can
save you a lot of money over just replacing the whole set at one time. There are a lot of potential
symptoms related to bad coil packs in your Altima. We always recommend using an OBDII
scanner to pull your trouble codes if the service engine soon light is on. It can really narrow
your search down. The check engine light is one of the most common symptoms of bad Coil
Packs. More often than not, your engines computer will be able to detect bad Coil Packs in your
Altima. If acceleration has diminished, it should be felt. The less cylinders that your engine has,
the more that one cylinder not firing properly will have an effect on engine performance. The
less efficient the combustion of your engine, the more fuel is going to be wasted. This leads to a
decrease in fuel economy. When you take your vehicle in for a tune up due to decreased fuel
economy, checking the ignition system in general including the coil packs is going to be one of
the very first places that a mechanic is going to look at. Misfiring is the most common symptom
of bad Coil Packs. Anything else that you may feel is a result of the misfiring itself. The real
question is, what is causing the misfire? There are also non ignition related circumstances that
can cause a misfire. That would include lack of fuel pressure, bad fuel injectors, or even a
timing chain or belt that has jumped. Since there are so many reasons that a vehicle can misfire,
we recommend testing for trouble codes first. When a Spark Plug is misfiring, it is often most
pronounced at idle speed. This is because when the engine turns slower, it is easier to detect.
Be aware that almost all symptoms of a bad coil pack in your Altima could also be other issues
with the ignition system as well. Good luck diagnosing the problem! Feel free to leave a
comment below if there is anything that you would like to add. There are several misfire related
trouble codes. A random misfire means is that a misfire is detected, but the ECM is not able to
determine which one it is coming from, or the misfire is occurring randomly. For example, P is
for a misfire in cylinder 4 in the firing order. This makes diagnosing the misfire a bit more
straightforward. There are other misfire related codes as well. Fuel Economy The less efficient
the combustion of your engine, the more fuel is going to be wasted. Misfire Misfiring is the most
common symptom of bad Coil Packs. Rough Idling When a Spark Plug is misfiring, it is often
most pronounced at idle speed. The parts I ordered for my '02 Nissan Maxima arrived as
promised and in good condition. I installed them and the vehicle is running much better! Skip to
main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Alternator Bearing. Alternator Harness. Alternator
Pulley. Battery Terminal. Clutch Starter Safety Switch. Coil Boot. Computer Control Relay. Crank
Position Sensor. Direct Ignition Coil. Direct Ignition Coil Boot. Direct Ignition Coil Boot Kit.
Direct Ignition Coil Spring. Direct Ignition Coil and Boot Assembly. Engine Camshaft Position
Sensor Connector. Engine Crankshaft Position Sensor Connector. Engine Oil Pressure Sensor.
Exhaust Temperature Sensor. Generator Drive End Bearing. Ignition Coil Connector Kit. Ignition
Coil Kit. Ignition Coil Set. Ignition Coil and Valve Cover Kit. Intake Manifold Temperature Sensor.
Knock Sensor. Reference Sensor. Spark Plug. Spark Plug Connector. Spark Plug Set. Spark
Plug Tube. Spark Plug Tube Seal Set. Valve Cover. Vapor Canister Purge Solenoid. Vapor
Canister Vent Solenoid. Vapor Canister Vent Valve. Variable Timing Solenoid. Variable Timing
Solenoid Kit. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling
System. Drive Belts. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. Beck
Arnley. Spectra Premium. Standard Motor Products. United Automotive. WAI Global. Shop By
Vehicle. TRQ Ignition Coil. Click to Enlarge. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Standard
Motor Products Ignition Coil. Spectra Premium Ignition Coil. Spectra Premium C Ignition Coil.
SKP Ignition Coil. Dorman Ignition Coil Connector Kit. Features: Vehicle try-on testing has been
conducted to ensure a trouble-free performance Easy installation-just splice in the new socket
to your existing wiring. API Ignition Coil. Brock Ignition Coil. Hitachi Ignition Coil. Hitachi Direct
Ignition Coil - Rear. Hitachi W Direct Ignition Coil. Product List Price:. Product Remark: OE
Replacement. Features: OE-Equivalent and a direct fit application Enhances durability and
increases energy transfer Reduces misfires, rough timing and intermittent starting High profile
insulation to prevent arching Radio-Frequency Interference RFI Suppression Engineered to
withstand extremes in temperatures. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Hitachi Direct
Ignition Coil - Front. Detailed Notes: A defective ground cable may lead to ignition coil failure on
some applications that use this coil. Check ALL locations where the the negative battery cable
attaches to either the drivetrain or the body. If in doubt, replace the negative battery cable and
ALL attaching bolts before replacing any ignition coils. Denso Ignition Coil. NGK Ignition Coil.
Features: NGK coils include stainless steel springs with dielectric grease that is required on
certain applications and prevents rust and corrosion. Produced with a high temperature
resistant boot and superior insulation to prevent voltage leaks. NGK's coils have Integrated

ignition modules that are manufactured with wire bonding and mechanically soldered circuitry
to ensure optimal vehicle operation. NGK's coil housings are manufactured with premium
thermoplastic and high-quality epoxy for superior dielectric strength and durability. Magnetic
laminated steel maximizes voltage output and coil performance. Karlyn Ignition Coil. Beck
Arnley Ignition Coil. Walker Ignition Coil. Features: ThunderSpark Ignition Coils are precision
made for superior performance and manufactured to meet or exceed all original equipment
specifications. Features: United Motor Products premium quality coil on plugs are made of the
highest quality premium materials to provide maximum performance and longevity in the
toughest conditions. Forecast Ignition Coil. Prenco Ignition Coil. Delphi Ignition Coil - Rear.
Delphi Ignition Coil - Front. Delphi Ignition Coil. Features: years of OE experience, supplier to
the world's top automakers, OE Heritage and knowledge built into every aftermarket part. Delphi
coils provide OE performance, durability and electromagnetic capacity level requirements.
Replacement Ignition Coil. Replacement Ignition Coil Kit. Replacement K6 Ignition Coil Kit.
Product Remark: Kit includes; 6 Ignition Coils. Hitachi IGC March 10th, Posted by Nissan parts.
Catalog: Q. Vehicle Engine Nissan Maxima. Catalog: B. Vehicle Nissan Maxima. Catalog: S.
Catalog: P. Catalog: K. Catalog: A. Vehicle Production Range Nissan Maxima. Catalog: C.
Catalog: T. Catalog: E. Our mobile mechanics offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and
transparent pricing. Our certified mobile mechanics can come to your home or office 7 days a
week between 7 AM and 9 PM. An ignition coil transforms ignition voltage 12 volts to the very
high voltage pulses 20, volts or more that fire the spark plugs. The number of ignition coils
varies depending on car model and year of production. Older cars will have one coil covering all
engine cylinders while newer cars may have a coil-on-plug type arrangement â€” that is every
cylinder will have its own dedicated ignition coil. A malfunctioning ignition coil will cause loss
of power and lower fuel efficiency but that will not present an immediate safety issue. If the coil
malfunction is causing misfiring, this will allow unburned fuel to enter and permanently damage
the catalytic converter from overheating. Nissan Maxima Ignition Coil Replacement at your
home or office. Estimate price near me. Service Location. YourMechanic Benefits Online
Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety inspection. See availability. Ignition Coil
Replacement Service What is an ignition coil and how does it work? Ignition Coils. When to
consider replacing an ignition coil: Hard starting or no start. Ignition coils are subject to heat
damage and electrical overload, both of which can cause partial or total failure. If the coil is
faulty, you may have difficulty starting your car or it may not start at all. Misfiring, loss of power,
poor acceleration. Once the car is running, a bad ignition coil can cause poor operation of the
engine. Should you have misfiring or loss of power, faulty ignition coils would be among the list
of causes a mechanic would investigate. The Check Engine Light will often come on with a
trouble code s indicating which cylinders are involved. How do mechanics replace the ignition
coil? For single coils that supply all cylinders, the coil is disconnected from either a bracket
located in the engine compartment or, in some cases, is removed from within the distributor.
The replacement coil is secured and all electrical connections reattached. If the distributor was
removed for any reason, the timing is adjusted as required. For individual coil-on-plug
applications, the coil is detached from the top of the individual spark plug and replaced. Once
the coil is securely in place, all electrical connections are reattached, and timing adjusted as
needed, the car is road tested to ensure normal operation. Is it safe to drive with an ignition coil
problem? When replacing an ignition coil keep in mind: Ignition coil failure can be caused by
faulty spark plugs or wires. The mechanic will inspect and may recommend replacement of
those components. In a coil-on-plug ignition system, if only one coil fails, you need only replace
the faulty coil. Remaining functioning coils can be left in place. In systems with the coil located
in the distributor, it may be more cost-effective to replace the entire distributor rather than
remove and replace just the coil. Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Nissan Jobs. Auto
service in Your City. Meet some of our expert Nissan mechanics Real customer reviews from
Nissan owners like you. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Alex 18 years of experience.
Request Alex. Alex is very dependable, friendly, has good communication and his knowledge as
a mechanic is excellent being a certified ASE. I highly recommend Alex on your next auto
service. Luis 3 years of experience. Request Luis. Maxima - Clunking or knocking noise from
wheels - Richmond, VA. Luis was very knowledgeable and friendly. I was thoroughly impressed
with my experience. Michael 35 years of experience. Request Michael. Extremely
knowledgeable, Friendly, Great Communicator. Did a Great Job, I definitely recommend Michael.
How can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Ignition Coil Replacement. For more information go
to The ignition coil plays a crucial role in ensuring that adequate electric spark is produced to
start the engine. Replace a faulty ignition coil right away to avoid getting stuck on the road.
Before buying an ignition coil for your vehicle, it is important that you know the different types
of ignition systems. Installing the wrong ignition coil may damage other components of your

ignition system. In this type of system, the current travels through the primary coil to form a
magnetic field. The multiplied voltage from the coil is passed to the distributor through ignition
points, then the voltage is passed to the spark plugs through the distributor cap. The magnetic
field in this type of ignition system is produced in the primary coil. The electronic module is
signaled to create sparks. This system type does not have ignition points since the voltage flow
is regulated by the electronic module. This type has three or more coils assembled to fire a
spark plug. It depends on the vehicle 's computer which instructs the ignition system when is
the right time for the spark plug to be fired. Your Nissan ignition coil is not only essential for
starting your vehicle, but it also has important components needed to ensure better engine
performance. Manufacturers design various coils to allow car owners to experience the power
of a high-performance engine. Most vehicles manufactured in the pres use a can-type ignition
coil. It contains oils that serve as coolant for your vehicle. You can also choose the distributor
ignition coil, which allows voltage to flow to the spark plugs and enabled by manual driving
mechanism. If your car has an electric ignition system installed, you can choose between an
ignition block and a coil-on plug. An ignition block is made out of several coils connected to
each other using cables. They are designed with single or dual-spark capability, which
simultaneously distributes voltage to both cylinders. A coil-on plug or a pencil coil appears on
the top of the spark plugs where the electricity flows from the coil to the spark plugs. Ignition
coil pack systems consist of rails mounted on several spark plugs that connect a number of
pencil coils. Each type of ignition coil system has its pros and cons. That's why it is necessary
for you to check if the Nissan ignition coil you will purchase meets your driving needs. You may
also ask a professional for advice. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version.
Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief
Efforts. Select your vehicle. Nissan Ignition Coil. Refine by:. Ignition Coil part. See All.
Recommended Use. Product Fit. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Shop Nissan Ignition Coil.
Showing 1 - 15 of results. Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core
Charge. Add to cart. Page 1 of 17 Showing 1 - 15 of results. Nissan Ignition Coil Models. Nissan
SX Ignition Coil. Nissan Z Ignition Coil. Nissan ZX Ignition Coil. Nissan Pickup Ignition Coil.
Nissan Altima Ignition Coil. Nissan Armada Ignition Coil. Nissan Axxess Ignition Coil. Nissan B
Ignition Coil. Nissan Cube Ignition Coil. Nissan D21 Ignition Coil. Nissan F10 Ignition Coil.
Nissan Frontier Ignition Coil. Nissan Juke Ignition Coil. Nissan Maxima Ignition Coil. Nissan
Micra Ignition Coil. Nissan Multi Ignition Coil. Nissan Murano Ignition Coil. Nissan NV Ignition
Coil. Nissan NX Ignition Coil. Nissan Pathfinder Ignition Coil. Nissan Pathfinder Armada Ignition
Coil. Nissan Pulsar Ignition Coil. N
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issan Quest Ignition Coil. Nissan Rogue Ignition Coil. Nissan Rogue Select Ignition Coil. Nissan
Rogue Sport Ignition Coil. Nissan Sentra Ignition Coil. Nissan Stanza Ignition Coil. Nissan Titan
Ignition Coil. Nissan Van Ignition Coil. Nissan Versa Ignition Coil. Nissan Versa Note Ignition
Coil. Nissan X-Trail Ignition Coil. Nissan Xterra Ignition Coil. Nissan Ignition Coil Customer
Reviews. Feb 12, Changed out the coil over a month ago and it's still running good. Ricardo
Shippie. Purchased on Jan 01, Dec 17, Over impressed. Yes i do car is running really good
thanks to you guys. God bless. Fitzroy Williams. Purchased on Dec 06, Oct 26, Great price, part
fit fine, no issues. Purchased on Oct 11, Nissan Ignition Coil Guides. Knowing Your Ignition
System. Choosing the Right Coil. Helpful Automotive Resources. What Does the P Code.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

